DE LËNSTER DEMOKRAT
Jonglënster

13 candidates – 13 priorities
One team for the community of Junglinster
100 IDEAS to make your life easier and push our community forward

Dir begéint är DP-Kandidaten
25. September 2017
um LËNSTER Maart

28. September 2017

BUERGLËNSTER am Festsall um 20h

27. September 2017

30. September 2017

27. September 2017

2. Oktober 2017

BEIDELER am Schoulhaff 18h30

GUEDBER am Veräinsbau 20h

5. Oktober 2017

zu LËNSTER am Centre Culturel am Duerf 20h

um Maart virum Centre Culturel zu LËNSTER

zu GONNERENG am Veräinsbau 20h

lenster.dp.lu

Making citizens take part in finding better
solutions

Maintaining and improving the quality of
life of all residents is the aim of politics, at both local and national level.
Our community has made it into the
top 10 of the country in a recentstudy,
also because we have well-functioning
infrastructures and many services that
simplify the lives of our citizens.

Gilles Baum
Députéierten,
Gemengeconseiller,
44 Joer, Jonglënster

This also means that politicians and
administrators need to deliver a
policy that takes the citizens’ concerns
seriously and tries to solve the problems
quickly. As a service provider, policy
and administration must offer unbureaucratic and efficient solutions, so that
citizens can also progress quickly with
their pown rojects.
The public participation of citizens play
a central role in DP’s work.
It is not enough, not even every six
years, to go through the villages and
show presence, no, the DP is committed to calling at least once a year

a citizens’ gathering in every village of
our community. We will also set up a
civil service in order to meet the people
outside normal working hours.
In the run-up to major projects, such
as road renewal, we will interview the
affected citizens so that their ideas can
be integrated into the project.
Many inhabitants are vigilant and watch
out for possible problems (weeds, dirt,
defects in playgrounds ...), but do not
always know who to turn to. We will be
offering a «report-it» project, where the
inhabitants can draw attention to suggestions for improvement by e-mail or
SMS and can also monitor whether the
upcoming work has been completed.
Thus, every citizen can help to make the
community even more viable.
We will revise and improve the Internet
presence of the municipal administration.

Heading towards a controlled growth

Our community has undoubtedly a lot
to offer and is very attractive, due to
its geographic location, but also by the
number of services offered. According
to our development plan, the villages of
Junglinster and Gonderingen will grow,
while the other villages will retain their
village character.

Nico Becker
Steierberoder an
Immobilienagent,
51 Joer, Jonglënster

We ensure a moderate growth, a growth
that meets our infrastructure (schools,
water, sewerage). In doing so, we
will ensure that affordable housing is
created so the young families from our
community can continue to live here.
Together with state authorities, we must
ensure that more rental housing is made
available in the future.
We will also take a closer look at the decisions regarding the development plan
and adjust it if necessary. For perimeter
extensions, we do not see any reason at
the moment, as there are still sufficient
vacant spaces within the perimeter limit

to meet our tasks in terms of housing
construction.
There must be new ideas in residential
residences: in addition to playgrounds,
there might also be community gardens.
Together with the inhabitants, we want
to create a “green lung” in every village,
a park area in which you meet, a place
that is managed together. We are of the
opinion that this strengthens the sense
of togetherness within a village.
We will also make sure that more senior
citizens and disabled people appartments are being built in the future.
The preservation of old buildings is
also important to us. We are aware that
owners are often subject to a number
of administrative constraints. We will
proactively accompany them in order
to create a «win / win situation» for the
general public and the owner of old
building structure.

No decisions concerning youth without
asking youth

Our municipality has a well-functioning youth house, run by Croix-Rouge
for years. We are of the opinion that
the Youth House should not be in the
containers at the Center Polyvalent.
Together with the young people, we will
draw up a youth communal plan and
set up the Youth House where it seems
most appropriate to the young people.
The design of the Youth House is left
to the young people with the aid of the
educators.

hand in hand with the municipal youth
commission, will capture and implement
the needs of youth. So we want to set
up an activity area near the new sports
hall and the football field where skateboarding can be done, but also provide
a PumpTrack slope, where the youth
can ride on bicycles with their bicycles.
For a respectful interaction between
hikers and mountain bikers, we will
regularly check, adjust and maintain the
paths in our forests.

We will also ensure that our villages are
better networked in terms of transport.
To this end, the municipal bus is reset
to also meet the needs of youth.
We will convene a youth council which,

In the artistic field, too, young people
should be given expressive possibilities,
eg for graffiti. We will also reopen the
project Hochseilgarten ( free climbing)
and try to implement it.
We want to involve young people in the
decision-making process.

Gaby Breser
Bankbeamtin,
45 Joer, Buerglënster

The best possible medical offer for all
citizens
The advantages are, of course, shorter
waiting times and shorter access routes.
Through the collaboration of the physicians and the joint care of patient data,
an optimal care can be ensured, also at
night and on holidays.
We will also endeavor to lure further
specialists like ophthalmologists or dermatologists into our community.
Your health is worth it!

For years, the DP has been campaigning for a «maison médicale» to come
to our town, so far unsuccessfulyl. In
order to ensure optimal medical care,
we will put a new, innovative concept.
The aim of this pilot project will be to
ensure medical care in the territory of
our municipality, including on holidays,
weekends and at night, to prevent our
residents from entering a «maison médicale».
This service could be provided by the
doctors established in our community.
Our doctors ensure medical care and
are reachable by means of a fixed number, which is known to the inhabitants.
After contact, the patients will be put
into practice or the doctor will make a
home visit.

Dr. Tarik Chergui
Dokter,
40 Joer, Jonglënster

We care about life quality for every citizen in
every village
Our community consists of 12 villages, it
is sometimes difficult to reach the center
in Junglinster for different people. Since
the inhabitants of all the villages are
important to us and we are committed
to the quality of life of all inhabitants in
all villages, we will improve the transport
possibilities to Junglinster and expand
the offer of the Rufbusses (CityBus) to
participate in events.
It is important to us that every village gets
its village square, a place where you can
meet and feel good, a place where festivities are held, a place planned, managed
with the inhabitants.
At least once a year, we will organize a
gathering of citizens in each of the 12
villages to meet the needs of the citizens
and resolve the problems. For us, this
also means enhancing the quality of life.

in the right direction. Our seniors are the
generation that will help us learn life;
thus, we will support all intergenerationnelle activities.
We would like to see the CIPA in
Junglinster grow, but we are also looking
forward to further life forms, such as
apartments where «sheltered living» can
be offered - but here the maximum autonomy of the residents is to be set.
We will also push ahead with the creation
of a «Foyer du Jour» for elderly people in
which they can pursue activities during
the day, and thus relieve the family and
partners.
In the project «MëttLënster» we will set
up an activity and exercise place for
older people. We will not lose sight of the
project of a forest cemetery, no, we will
implement it quickly.

We need a concept for the life phase
after retirement: the project «Club Senior»
seems to provide us with the first steps

Christiane Degraux
Gemengeconseiller, Educatrice
52 Joër, Amber

Full support for all our clubs
Our clubs, whether they are active in
the sport or in the cultural sphere, make
a particularly valuable contribution to
living together in our society. In addition
to the financial support, clubs must be
able to resort to halls and municipal
helpers in order to cope with major
events.

music school based there.
To the members of the fire brigade and
rescue services we give high recognition
for their tireless efforts. Even if they will
be under state supervision in the future,
they can continue to count on our full
support.
We need to think about further
partnerships with communities from
abroad. On the sporting and cultural
plan, there can be very valuable new
experiences here – but only by involving the clubs and their members in the
planning and implementation of such a
project.

We think that it is time to revise the
distribution key for subsidies to provide
additional funds to those clubs active in
the area of children and youth.

Martine Fisch
Educatrice,
33 Joer, Jonglënster

We will also make a strong contribution
to a better coordinated transport to the
music school and to children who are
looked after school: it is important to us
that these children can also contribute
to our cultural and sports clubs.
We will renovate the old community
house in Junglinster on the main crossroads energetically and rebuild it in such
a way that it meets the needs of the

The new partner communities would
have to be similar to our community
on a cultural, sporting and social plan:
partner communities, which also give a
tourist value to our community, which
ultimately benefits the trade, hotels and
restaurants.

Let’s use the potential of our community

Junglinster is the largest municipality
in the eastern district and by far the
most populated. Through our status as
a «cda» community, as a community
with development potential, we have
gained in attractiveness in recent years;
but the success of our industrial zones
also proves the pressure on housing
construction.
The Lyceee and the surrounding street
(contournement) have contributed to
this.
In the respect of quality of life and the
environment, we will drive economic
development by expanding the industrial zone «Laangwiss» and thus create
further jobs. We also need to diversify
the supply and create jobs in different
sectors, not just craft and trade, but
also the IT sector and the financial sector could settle in our community.
We are especially interested in the
provision of space for «start-ups», ie for

start-ups of young, committed people.
We want to actively participate in this
process.
In the area of housing construction,
our municipality must assume its responsibility and provide housing for all
household funds. We are particularly
keen to counteract the rising demand in
rental apartments.
For years, a transport concept for the
industrial zone «Laangwiss» has been
talked about: we want to implement it
consistently and take another exit from
the industrial zone towards Rodenbourg
/ Eschweiler.
On a land-planning level we will try to
clarify the complicated situation of the
localities of Graulinster and Blumenthal
with our neighboring communities Bech
and Heffingen.

Marc Hoffmann
Geschäftsmann
44 Joer, Gonnereng

Calming traffic and creating parking areas
When a community grows and becomes
attractive, traffic also increases. More
jobs mean more cars. Although the
bypass road has relieved the main town
of Junglinster very much, there is still the
parking problem.

Together with the local residents, we are
exploring further measures to reduce
traffic and improve the bus service from
the villages to Junglinster, for example,
through our call bus.

In the «Mëttlënster» project, we plan to
build a large three-storey underground
car park (current parking lot including
a bus station) so that both residents
and commuters can leave their cars in
safety. There is also a lack of parking
space at the Center Polyvalent; we will
partly build a parking area under the current car park to provide additional seats
for visitors to the Center Polyvalent.
We will actively accompany the dismantling of the N11 by Junglinster and
bring us in for the benefit of the cyclist
and pedestrians. We will create the main
crossroads as a «shared space», a meeting point for all traffic users.

We will also be present at the state authorities in order to tackle the thoroughfare of Eschweiler and Burglinster.
As we do in Rodenburg, we will narrow
down the driveways to slow down the
speed.
The tram will soon approach the airport.
We are strongly committed to the fact
that in the future our municipality must
be connected to the tram network.

Gilbert Kapp
After the work on the new sports hall
«Op Fréinen» we want to repair the
parking lot there and also «Park & Ride».
A long-standing DP requirement would
become a reality.

Bäcker- Pâtissier,
Gemengeconseiller
65 Joer, Jonglënster

Climate change: rethink
Tourism: invest
Communication: improve
The use of renewable energy sources in
our community must be developed, be it
private, public or commercial. EquiEnerCoop has played a pioneering role here
and will also create further projects.
Only 4% of technically feasable solar
production is developed in Luxembourg.

tions to our municipality and promote
the opening of a radio museum that
underlines the commercial use of the
medium radio and its economic contribution to Luxembourg.
Junglinster, as a transmitting station
holds a special place here.

The entire municipality, municipal
buildings and public lighting must be
audited for energy efficiency in order to
reduce costs and the CO2 footprint of
the municipality. In order to avoid fossil
fuels, the municipality must also promote renewable forms of energy: sun,
wind, biomass. We are playing with the
idea to set up an energy park.

The website of the municipality
(junglinster.lu) has to be designed and
adapted for tourist attractions, such that
tourist interested domestic and foreign
users will appreciate the attractiveness
of our villages.

Jules Muller
Ingenieur,
65 Joer, Gonnereng

Self-production and self-consuming
systems (Prosumer, Initiative of the
European Commission) are to be promoted: we support both the private and
public prosumer of thermal and electrical energy. The town council has to set
a new direction in this matter.
On the cultural and touristic plan, we
will increasingly attract national exhibi-

The exchange of information between
the municipality and the citizens must
be improved. Town council meetings
are to be reported through an analytical
report and available per online media.
The current minutes reports only the
decisions, but not the full content of the
discussion, neither the council meeting
information’s nor the answers to questions are submitted to the citizen. In this
logic, the website needs to be adapted
and constantly updated.

A safe and clean community
Security and cleanliness, two valuable
attributes of a community.
In terms of traffic safety, we will continue to impose new impulses, for example, by narrowing the village entrances
to throttle the speed. It is also important to us that schoolchildren come to
school safely and ideally on foot. We will
neutralize risk points in cooperation with
the parents’ associations.
We will expand the Kiss & Ride lanes
at the schools if possible. We will also
improve the lighting on existing pedestrian strips.

our claim as the largest municipality
in the east and «CDA» municipality, ie
community with development potential.
In terms of cleanliness, we stand naturally behind the concept of a pesticide-free community: but we also want
to ensure that citizens walkways and
borders are clean and weed free. To
this end, we need the input of all fellow
citizens who can contribute through
the «Report-it» project. The communal
flowerbeds should also look appealing
at all times.

For years, the DP in the town council
has been working hard to get a police
commissariat on the territory of our
municipality, which is to be occupied
by 7 and 24 hours on 24 days. After the
expiry of the pilot project with the Commissariat in Larochette, we will assert

Ben Ries
Professer,
33 Joer, Gonnereng

For the dog friend we want to set up
additional dog playing grounds and
provide enough dog pouches, in all
localities.
We have done a great deal for our
disabled people in the past: we are
determined to continue work on a barrier-free community to make life easier
for people with disabilities.

New ideas on nature and tourism
There is much to discover In the nature
of our community. We should open up
both to families and tourists and make
our well-equipped hiking trail and bicycle path more accessible.
From the Weymericher Schlässchen
between Gonderingen and Eschweiler
we would like to open a small restaurant, in which cyclists and hikers can
strengthen themselves on their journey.
Also this room could be provided on
weekends for family celebrations. There,
the community should lead by the good
example and breed their own bees.
School classes could be involved in this
pedagogic project.

We want to return to nature a part of its
rhythm, that is, to mow less and later on
public land (fauchage tardif).
We will audit our intercommunal recycling center. We will cooperate more
intensively with the operators of the BioGas plant and give the inhabitants the
opportunity to gather grass and hedge
cut in the villages during the summer
months in order to relieve the recycling
center.
Also we will check the possibility of a
collection of bulky waste from house to
house.

Laurence Schmit
With an advertising campaign we will
draw attention to the advantages of the
local traders. We will encourage our
fellow citizens to renounce on plastic.

Léierin,
47 Joer, Beidweiler

Connecting the villages of our community
It does not always have to be by car,
also on foot or by bicycle, much can be
done in our community. We are going
to expand the bicycle route network as
well as to ensure that people can walk
around the villages on foot.

In the environmental sector, we will subsidize rainwater collection facilities as
well as private composting plants and
will extend all other municipal aids in the
environmental sector.

The cycle path between Gonderingen
and Junglinster (on the route of Charly)
must be implemented.

Together with the state authorities, we
will invest in water protection and try to
feed our sources into the net.

Our hiking trail network is attractive: we
take the necessary and regular maintenance work very seriously and will
approach them with the responsible
persons of associations and community
commissions.

We will set up recharge stations for
electric cars, for example in «MëttLënster» and near the new sports and tennis
courts «Op Fréinen».

Marc Schroeder
Drécker,
Gemengeconseiller
51 Joer, Gonnereng

Modern schools and enough nursery places
If we should be back in charge, we will
expand the current «Loupescht» school
in Junglinster immediately by 2 rooms.
The primary school in Junglinster is
also expanded by one section in order
to meet the demand and dispense with
containers.
We will also quickly commission an
expansion of the care structures on the
property near the school in Junglinster,
in cooperation with the responsible
persons of the asbl Paiperlek. In this
building, children could be looked
after, but also children from the school
and Précoce would have lunch. Thus,
the Loupescht school would again be
used exclusively as a school, and in the
primary school building there would be
additional space for the children from
the first school year.

of our village gets a care center, if the
parents so wish. We can also get a lot
of positive results from the project of a
forest nursery school (Bëschcrèche).
The population in our community is very
heterogeneous and covers well over 70
nationalities. That is why we support
the project of an international European
school in the premises of the «Lënster
Lycee».
Together with the parents and the
teaching staff, we will tackle the redesign of all schoolyards. We will regularly
check and improve the playgrounds in
all the villages.
We will optimize the school transport so
that the children spend as little time as
possible on the bus.

In Gonderingen the fall structures are
being expanded, a project which will of
course be completed.

Lis Weber
Expert-Comptabel,
40 Joer, Jonglënster

There is also a growing need in nursing
and school structures in Burglinster.
We are planning to build on the land
«Lampertsbierg», acquired by the municipality. In addition to the new rooms
for the school and Précoce, we will be
building on the first floor a gymnasium
for Burglinster schoolchildren and is
also available to sports clubs. The current gymnasium could then be used for
cultural purposes.
So we make sure that all the children
Loupescht Jonglënster

Primaireschoul Jonglënster

Précoce, Spillschoul a SEA Gonnereng

Spillschoul a Précoce Jonglënster

SEA a Spillschoul an der Buerg

lenster.dp.lu

